Changing a door sweep on a French door

- Remove door from opening and lay flat. The door panel will be heavy so this would be a two person job. Be careful not to scratch the finish.
- Remove the screws from the sweep
- Using a utility knife, slide it between the sweep and the bottom edge of the door panel, starting from one edge. Once started the sweep will be able to be pulled off.
- Clean the old silicone from the bottom of the door panel.
- Cut the new sweep the same length as the old sweep
- Using a exterior grade silicone, put two 1/8” beads of silicone on the bottom edge of the door panel, be sure to silicone the edges of the door panel between the two beads of silicone.
- Predrill the new sweep, using the old sweep as a template.
- Place the new sweep in place and secure using the screws from the old sweep.
- Re-hang the door panel.

Note: the door panel may be hard to close at first because the fins to the new sweep will be stiff